Welcome to The Connector: Taking important animal health news right to you.

3 Things You Need to Know

- Grain Prices: Left to Right
  - Monsanto
  - Archer Daniels Midland
  - Intra-Connect
  - Cargill

Learn More

- Livestock Announces Core specifications for large-scale commercial and emerging new feed. Dr. Matt Young
  - A significant step for the livestock industry, Livestock Announces is a major development — the expansion of the China Bat Fever (CBF) technology and the appearance of a new CBF vaccine.

Learn More

- Vets for Greenpeace saves 17 million birds in Turkey to meet global goal for demand for scientifically reared meat. Dr. Matt Young
  - Vets for Greenpeace has signed a historic agreement to provide scientifically reared meat to the global market, saving 17 million birds in Turkey.

Learn More

Addressing the Improper Veterinary Stereotypes and Curriculum Adaptations

The veterinary community’s stereotype regarding veterinary care is changing towards improving ethics and quality. This new reality presents an opportunity for veterinary students to gain a deeper understanding of the importance of ethics and quality in veterinary care.
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MYTHS VS. FACTS

- DON'T FORGET: 2024 ANIMAL HEALTH SUMMIT AUGUST 28-29
- KIMBERLY TAYLOR- ANDERSON, President
- DAILY WOOF: Your Pet Planner
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